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THE ARABIC ORIGINAL OF THE REPORT 
OF R, NATHAN HABABLI. 

MY friend Dr. Alexander Marx, who also has rendered 
me valuable assistance in the preparation of this article, 
some time since drew my attention to a fragment now in the 
library of the Jewish Theological Seminary in New York, 
belonging to the Genizah Collection of Taylor-Schechter 
(T-S. Loan 48)1. The fragment consists of one leaf, paper, size 
12 x 7, written on both sides in Hebrew characters. The 
handwriting is oriental with a turn to cursive. The language 
is Arabic. A part of the upper margin, unfortunately that 
containing the beginning of the fragment, is torn off. In 
several places the MS. has suffered, but the words can still 
be deciphered. In the upper left-hand corner we still read 
the words., . n1,n 5I nyS 2n,, and under it ny ny rpDn. 
On the lower margin a few words are still visible, written-- 
like those of the upper margin-in a different, very careless 
hand. The ink is very much faded. I believe I can 
discern a group of letters-nnNntnypnS D t . xK-which I can- 
not explain, but I feel no certainty even about the letters. 
At any rate, both these and the words in the upper margin 
have scarcely anything to do with the text. Upon 
examining the contents of the MS. I found that it was 
the Arabic original of a part of the well-known report 
of R. Nathan Hababli on the Academies in Babylon 
(Neubauer, M3ediaeval Jewish Chronicles, II, 78 f., beginning 

1 I am indebted to Professor Schechter for the permission to use 
the MS. 

2 Possibly 'ia. Apparently an abbreviation for mra. 
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with 78, 20 and ending with 79 penultima, with the words 

Up to this time the Hebrew report has been considered 
the original. But in my opinion the original character of 
the Arabic cannot be doubted. 

I. It is to be presumed that a native of Bagdad, such as 
R. Nathan apparently was, used Arabic as the language of 
his narratives. 

2. The Arabic is written in a very pure style, and reads 
most fluently. 

3. A number of additional words and phrases, some of 
essential character (see later), are to be found in the Arabic, 
which would be quite impossible in a translation. 

4. The Hebrew, though in general fluent and free from 
the distressing Arabisms which mar the philosophical style 
of Hebrew translations, betrays in several places the 
influence of the Arabic. Confining ourselves to the part 
to which our MS. offers the text, we find so obvious an 
Arabism as in Neubauer, 79, 8, below, 1 tDD yn ,, . ', m 

--= .jl or )4.JA (the word is torn off in the MS.) 
followed by y. The strange expression rnwtn y.v 1 lnMri 
(79, 19), "they should do homage to him"= i; a = ' . 
(verso, 1. I2), is explicable only if we remember that a'f 
means also " to write." norn 5vy rnvy sw 2 (78, 8, below) 
= "S^f J A L (recto, 1. 3) is better Arabic than Hebrew. 
The peculiar idiom Klw yr rnn (79, 5, below)= =s .Jj 
(verso, I2) is somewhat nearer to the Arabic. Construc- 
tions like yrn sn1n*r1 m= Nnr niwn zb (78, 6, below)= 
J^' [Jt> J1 141.l1 'lJlt .qj (recto, 6), or ,nWn =:aw C3_ r31 
g: sin (78, 2, paenultima) = jb 4-. .sJlai. L . j (recto, 

15), sound rather Arabic than Hebrew. The Biblical 

expression mniln yns (79, io) applied to a town is probably 

1 See about D,: instead of =:, p. 760, n. 6. 
2 The mDutc of the Edition is most probably a correction. On the MS. 

containing the Hebrew text (now in the possession of Mr. Epstein, Vienna), 
cf. Marx in Zeitschriftfiur hebriische Bibliographie, V, 58. 
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suggested by the Arabic Ai., meaning both a country and 
a city, a word which our text actually contains (verso, I5). 

In view of the first-rate importance of R. Nathan 
Hababli's text as an historical source I give in the fol- 

lowing also an exact English translation of the Arabic 
text, accompanied by some explanatory remarks, for the 
benefit of non-Arabists. 

It will easily be seen that the Hebrew is not a slavish 
translation of the Arabic, but rendered a little freely, 
taking more regard to the spirit of the Hebrew language, 
and here and there even assuming the character of a para- 
phrase. The deviations from the Arabic will be noted 
inore fully hereafter. Here I should like to bring into 

prominence only the most important of them as far as they 
are of historical value. 

Recto: L. i, rn:y fin; confirms the additional words 
of the MS. (Neubauer, 78, z2). L. 4. The addition .nl 
nm3b6mK gives us a most valuable indication of the geo- 
graphical position of Pumbadita (see p. 756, n. 3). Ibid. 
The great chronological difficulty of the Hebrew text, 
ascribing forty years to the presidency of Kohen Zedeq 
(cf. Gratz3, V, p. 39I), is removed by the Arabic, which 

merely states that the quarrel took place in the fourth year 
of his presidency. L. 6. According to the Arabic the 
Exilarch claimed also the right of sending dayy&nim to 
Khorasan on his own authority, whereas this had been 
done before by the academy of Pumbadital. L. io. The 
Arabic text has fortunately preserved the names of the two 
sons of Natira-Sahl and Ish.q. They are of course 
identical with Sahl and Ish&q of the Natira family men- 
tioned in the Genizah fragment published by Harkavy (in 
Berliner's Jubelschrift, hebr. Abteilung, p. 34 ff.)2. The 

1 Cf. Neubauer, 85, 17: among the privileges of the Exilarch is also 
-counted the fact that he was inlva 1,,-i i;r3 MwSv. 

2 I venture the hypothesis that the author of the Natira fragment is 
the R. Nathan of our fragment. Both show a most intimate knowledge 
of the things reported about and a great love for details, and both display 
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designation of Natira, the son-in-law of Pinehas ben Yosef, 
as "the father of Sahl and Ishlq," is of great interest. For 
this expression is intelligible only if at the time of the 
report Natira senior was dead, and was therefore better 
described as the father of the well-known brothers Sahl 
and Ish&q then flourishing. This is in perfect agreement 
both with the fact that in his report on Saadia (Neubauer, 
80,6, below) R. Nathan speaks of the sons of Natira,who con- 
tinued the anti-Exilarchic policy of their father, and with 
the statements in Harkavy's fragment, according to which 
Natira senior must have died 916 (see p. 749, n. 2). As it is 
stated in the beginning of the report that R. Nathan had 
witnessed only in part the events related by him, it is 
most natural to assume that he was only a contemporary 
of Natira's sons, and an eye-witness of the struggle between 
Saadia and the Exilarch, while in his account of Kohen 
Zedeq he relied on what "he had been partly told." 
L. I3. The additional word 1nrw, "several months," is not 
without importance in fixing precisely the chronology of 
the events reported there (cf. Gratz 3, V, p. 393). It implies 
that 'Uqba had lived in Karmisin some time before he 
happened to meet the Sultan. L. i7. Instead of the 
indefinite tIn the Arabic has " Kisra," and mentions also 
the name of his concubine, both in perfect agreement with 
the Arabic sources (see p. 757, n. IO, and p. 758, n. I). 
Verso: L. 6. According to the Arabic 'Uqba was prohibited 
from entering only the city of Bagdad. It seems to be 

exact knowledge of the whereabouts of the Natira family. It would be 
quite strange that at the same time there should have existed two 
different men writing on Bagdad, on the same period and the same circle, 
almost in the same style and manner. I think it is rather probable 
that both fragments belong to one book bearing on the " history of 
Bagdad " (see p. 753). As the number of words on a page of both frag- 
ments is almost the same (the number of lines on a page is not indicated 
by Harkavy), I should not wonder if it were not the same MS. The only 
difficulty is that the date suggested by the Natira fragment (about 930, 
see Harkavy, 1. c., p. 35) differs from that implied by ours (about 945). 
But perhaps there is some mistake in the numbers. 
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a misunderstanding on the part of an editor, who mistook 
i3n for Babylonia (see p. 752 and p. 759, n. 4). L. 8. The 
Arabic has three or four years, instead of the four or five 

years of the Hebrew (79, I4). L. 9. The Arabic confirms 
the reading of the edition rnvi 1: (instead of rin in the 

MS.), and shows also more exactly the degree of their 

relationship: their fathers were brothers. L. IO. According 
to the original one of the chief motives of Kohen Zedeq in 

refusing to recognize the new Exilarch was his ambition 
and his dread of David ben Zakkai's interference. 

In spite of the fact that some of the events reported by 
R. Nathan Hababli go back to oral information, his trust- 
worthiness and exactitude can hardly be overestimated. 
He is thoroughly familiar with the things he reports about. 
He knows them down to their minute details. Even where 
he has to rely on oral reports his exactitude is admirable. 
This impression made upon us by the Hebrew version is 

strengthened still more by the Arabic original. As said 
above, he knows the sons of Natira by name, and mentions 
them in the order of age. He states exactly the geo- 
graphical position of the places he is speaking of. He 
knows for whom the statues near Karmisin were erected, 
and also gives an exact description of them. It has not yet 
been noticed that his report about the figures is confirmed 
by the Arabic sources in almost every detail . These cir- 
cumstances are of great importance, for they are apt to 
confirm still more our confidence in him, and give him the 
advantage over the younger authority Sherira where he 
is in contradiction with him. 

It has already been mentioned that the beginning of the 

fragment is most unfortunately torn off. On the right- 
hand corner, however, we can still discern the words 
1: prnwb isc TlwS K,. But the handwriting is different 
from that of the MS., the ink likewise, and I do not 
think that this mutilated superscription can claim great 

1 See the notes to the translation. 
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authority. At any rate, it is obvious that the fragment 
began here, the lines on this page beginning a little lower 
down than on the next one. It has been convincingly 
maintained by Isaac Halevy (Doroth Harishonim, III, 2, 
p. 75 f.) that the paragraph on the " prerogatives of Sura, 
as compared with Pumbadita" (Neubauer, 77 f.), preceding 
the account on 'Uqba, does not belong to the report of 
R. Nathan Hababli, which is introduced by the words 
n,zn Itn '% nN nW-K. This view is strongly supported by 
our manuscript, for otherwise it would be a strange co- 
incidence that R. Nathan's report in our MS. begins on 
a new page, and in a way distinctly marking a new para- 
graph which introduces the report of R. Nathan. On the 
other hand, it may easily be seen that the language, which 
is an excellent Hebrew and highly characteristic, is the 
same in both. Besides the general congruence in style, cf. 

expressions like p. 77 penultima bnyr ,nD,n'W yr and 83, 6 

ilnpin nry- n:or,, 78, I8 bni:z ,rDp n,im and 78, 23 ,nrw U 
nlr3: nrmp, 78, 19 bn,:,i nw'n iwl and 82, 7 nrwa nnwwl 
nnr3. We have, therefore, to assume that the two pieces 
were worked out and put together by a compiler. The 
hand of a compiler can also be seen in the introductory 
remarks inrn In: ̀' -n VWN1, 78, 20, 83, 5, 86, 13. As to 
the question whether this compiler was at the same time the 
translator of our text, it can scarcely be inferred with any 
certainty. The fact that the Arabic wwi&n i5l N (verso, 6) 
is rendered in the Hebrew by i: nz5n i:: D , KWy rather 

points to an editor who mistook 3:n for Babylonia and 
added the words n5n D3. Perhaps the conjecture may 
be allowed that somebody who was writing on the history 
of the academies compiled different sources 1, one of them 

being R. Nathan of Bagdad, who had written on the history 
of Bagdad (see p. 749, n. 2). 

1 The piece on the prerogatives of Sura to be found in the Dwn t'nDr, as 

quoted from the -nin,rr nmi of Samuel Hanagid, differs too greatly from 

Neubauer, 78, 3 ff., to be a quotation from it, or vice versa. Both probably 
go back to a common source. 
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The question whether the report of R. Nathan was put 
down by him in writing, or, as Halberstamm (Yeshurun, V, 
p. n5p note) maintains, was transmitted by him orally, can 
hardly be decided. Judging from the expression IInM:t in 
(86, 5) or n =Yi :n:a ~I (87, i) we would rather be inclined 
to assume the former. I have the impression-it cannot 
claim to be more than an impression-that the words 
8IX8 INgi5 (recto, I) "the history of Bagdad" represent 
the title of the book of R. Nathan, to which, if my conjec- 
ture (p. 749, n. z) be correct, belonged also the fragment 
on the Natira family 1. 

The Arabic original suggests many a new question in 
connexion with the extremely complicated problem of 
R. Nathan Hababli. But these I have to leave to historians 
proper. 

TEXT 2. 

Recto. 

,v n;n win : P8 , . . . . . . I , 

NSP)SDK tK Sb }%l K ^ 's n14iKUiK rap15N n5[:S i] t . . . 

w o 1:w p p7 }n3 411 &<nnsv 5y 1P' t)S 6invn: }D n=$o[S-] i , 

wwtKD K ^pi 1: ^ PD i 9n1 n^KD ' K^&<3j< Nl:'l &KnK3D 5 

;n^o 1 p D p D Kni:K i18 ,py KI,K^ n -ind orZ 

sDII nry p^u ,n: IK^ D t; i Kn'i-t nviv Ntr7 p1= 
ti3 yn pDtKI i nD tNK K:FD) ,Nn^K& im nrn5i omm p 10O 

1 Harkavy in a note to the Hebrew translation of Gratz (III, 291, 
n. 82) mentions an Arabic fragment bearing on the struggle of Saadia 
with David ben Zakkai. It would be of great interest to know the 
relation of this fragment to the report of R. Nathan Hababli. 

2 The MS. has no vowels at all, and very rarely diacritical points. 
3 The letter before the p is perhaps r. A remnant of pnrD ? 
4 There is space for one short word, perhaps ",. 5 Sic. 

VOL. XVII. 3 D 
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nn5W P 1Dn p 6D'1 SWOK i) p: '5 #t3p KN'P'l FD K ,3 , n 

5O iNj K ^ 5K p 1 tW 1o nm: K:p3 aKpKi K:pD nrWa D&[< ] 
^5 5K^ 'Ih mir N^ }K& 1 rDwnDP Nb Kiftntln -ln In t j4[D] 

is<nJK5 FnKs Kti' D NOKn vt-7 t pIN ii KDniQ KDKbm NN nl,,, 15N 

? Ki ~ 

Space in the MS. 

Sic Tp pnlap np tipel DiiD nS n K6D yh l inD of . o5[] 
t}1 u1 5?DK )DI nn;ln:Ki 1!D n-ii^ K"ID: nins 1n In e K] 2 

n We would expect D NK , but he n is imKpossible. The 1mih also 

n!? 6P- nwig 5SE n DzS 14 ili nIDKtn 91p51" apN y nD10 20 

One er missing at the beginning of t he word. M ight be or .nDK 

Kin Slh raes of t andK K ar []sti 51discernibe. ot impos ] sib'l 

w NI KNI:J n3wn Ka5 KYl': -is m, 5 3 s 1am [,n^ 15m ,1D]4 
I:Kl Mt(5D55 nIuj =lnKN35N -ii I3V o :D K5[yD]i Dt 

Verso. 

+ + , , , [na^j^tsa mD^]KtDD T5 K1tn *18: D[1] 
. . . * . . .,, n6^KDK i1 5i5Knl j3D5K nNtj3a 

7 ^3 * 61n,1y nIDSl 5Y n5si mnm 
* * * . . . . l Sdy n5 DyBD pvill 15Jtl5 n 5JDD 

a, . , g ?T pp^ nn^^Kn '*alj ? N In 81 lSt bD 1 rlb D 5ny 5 
.n pns a5DbK5OK KR5i: 11 Kf3 * n j5'T' KI *iKnW^s 

!!Jb^K5 K nil lDa 4 5-y i5K pNiaK wu.5 pn []51 n5n-1 bim 

n is doubtful. Two letters may have preceded, 
The whole word is quite doubtful. 

3 Space in the MS. 
Slight traces of letters justifying our reading. 

f Sic. The place on the line is torn off. 
6 We would expect muni, but the n is impossible. The i might also be 

a 2. 
One letter missing at the beginning of the word. Might be n or v. 
Sic. 

Slight traces of 3? and p are still discernible. Not impossibly -nrp2??i 
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5lnK 1DZ I D i1 iD fbK r I'i5 K nfDLKPK1 

IKml M1p5 npy 5py P K imnt Ip 
- 

pm 1D5 o n5 

np ye ta ID nl5 nDKn1 K r{% n nn[p]n 5n KI pr Inn to 
iK1 r'1s "SN '5K K:IID '9S nn)i Ibnanz KN-ID ,znD nmi^pa 

2I5nna lnnD'n i npr lnNiN' }t nK iln DK 1i DnK I Sn 

ytlD *15 K&<& t} I TD nN yg i pSn t 3ntIj :4 3 13: 

p:11 NsIM 1NK%: nfi2 
0 

nAn ,zW1n^n [n]uii ,r 5KPt' 
[n13]'K"! n NK KDI Ns1 }fl Ft -'1n bi!ll N5hK K , ilnnD flID 15 

[Ni] ninDK'- p1 vn3 Inm's' *5 nj N1 '1' nnD1n npY 
5 [Pn1Yi] 6:3 wSe oDs NKm1 1}D i nim 1i 4 

D-PK KnjD W 'N5K mai 

6[im5] nin 5t 35H nsi nnS ,nz3 qniF mF1^ ̂ nn^&a 

8 < , D bNh8 5ap 53 nr\w 1}&31 i ̂  n5K 7 ^XD ItK ' S p3D 

9[5y] ni Exil 1arch y nDD rK 5pDidic oigi i n nnca 20 
10 

'55* FI DTnr n3Kwv nj5sy lpi 1I 5N p-u, Inn 3u3& 

nF9s ,nhj 3301 n[iD ngy byli pu pnD n3frnDKa 

7'5K n5n tK iK 5Dp 'fT M5 nnng K< ̂ n: D4iKK: n1? 7pia 

DOK :K!J3n tK '^5N n&1K ,5 n3 7 pKsy n18K WpK1 ,5 aiM 
:'45 KNilKi pNi5 5n i 5 K n3<i, iK 1 pynl niJbK 25 

TRANSLATION11. 

( .. of the history of Bagdad of what he had been partly told Recto, I 
... the Exilarch 'Uqba of Davidic origin came to Northern Africa. 2 

1 Space in the MS. 2 The i extended below the line, 
3 Possibly ,'. 4 Sic. Read y Dupr. 
5 Supplied from the Hebrew pn. Possibly also ~n^D. 
6 5 still visible. Supplied from the context. 7 Sic. 
8 D not quite certain. There is still place for two letters. Perhaps r3n. 

See p. 760, n. 9. 
9 A very slight trace of a letter which might indicate an y. Probably 5. 

which fits in exactly. 
10 A stroke at the end of the line in the MS., and a space at the beginning 

of the next line. 
ni Prof. Theodor Noldeke, with the kindness so characteristic of him, read 

the proof of this article and added a few explanatory notes. These are 
included in brackets and marked at the end by N. 

3 D 2 
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3 1 [He had occupied ?] 1 the supremacy for many years, the number 
of which he (R. Nathan) could not make out. Kohen Zedeq ben 

4 Yosef2 had been in charge of the academy I in Pumbadita (i. e. 
5 Anbar)3 in his ('Uqba's) days for about four4 years, when I a differ- 

ence of opinion and quarrels 5 broke out between them, on account 
of the jurisdiction of Khorasan. For the jurisdiction of Khorasan 

6 had in olden times belonged I to Pumbadita, whence *the dayyanim 
used to be sent thither 6, and all the tax 7 on her revenues used to go 

7 to I Pumbadita. 'Uqba, however, wished * the dayyanim to be sent 
8 to her (Khorasan) by himself, in order to take possession of her I and 8 

get hold of her revenues for himself alone * to the exclusion of 
9 Pumbadita8. But Kohen I Zedeq, the head of the academy of 

Pumbadita, protested against it. Among those who assisted Kohen 
1O Zedeq * against him ('Uqba)8 were Yosef I ben Pinehas and his son- 

in-law * the husband of his daughter8 Natira, * the father of Sahl 
II and Ishaq 9, together with some of I the most prominent men of the 

land. At last 'Uqba was banished to a place called Karmisin beyond 
2 Bagdad [ about five days' journey to the East, * on the way leading 

13 to Khorasan 10, while Amram ben Shelomoh I was the head of the 
academy of Sura. 'Uqba had been in Karmlsin * for several months n 

14 when the [ Sultan left Bagdad 12 to take a pleasure trip to Karmis$n, 
' See p. 753, n. 4. 
2 The Hebrew has erroneously Drv a31 or rpv 31 in. 
3 ':S5n mn missing in the Hebrew. The identity of Pumbadita and 

Anbar is confirmed by the itinerary of Benjamin of Tudela where t13*?4 

(ed. Asher, II, 69) and -iavw (p. 53, J. Q. R., XVII, 292, :13:'S) are to be read 

n3:3S. [I notice that Gratz3, V, 389, n. i, has already this correction.] 

In accordance with this the conjecture of de Goeje, Z. D.M. ., 39, io, that 

Pumbadita (on account of the reading n3Sr) is identical with I 
is out of the question. On the position of Pumbadita cf. Berliner, 
Beitraige zur Geographic und Ethnographie Babyloniens, p. 57, and de GoeJe, 
loc. cit,, p. 1o if. 

4 The Hebrew mrt '%. Perhaps the translator misread s.)t for . 1. 

See Introduction, p. 749. 
5 

;, pl..r querelle (Dozy). 
6 Missing in the Hebrew. Literally: from it (Pumbadita) a dayyAn 

would go out to her (Khorasan). 
7 JL' tax. Cf. the explanation in Dozy. 
8 Missing in the Hebrew. 
9 Missing in the Hebrew. See Introduction, p. 749 f. 

10 Missing in the Hebrew. 
11 Missing in the Hebrew. See Introduction, p. 750. 
12 The Hebrew only 15nrn. The reading of the edition ba 15n shows that 

the editor no longer knew that an was Bagdad. See p. 752. 
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because there were old monuments1 ... I...2 and springs3 and 15 
trees, and all the saffron of Bagdad used to come from there. 
Outside of it (Karmisln)4, 1 (at a distance of) nearly half a mile 5, 16 
there was a place called Shafaran 6, which had a hanging7 hall of two 
men's height in excavated8 form 9, | containing the statue of Kisra'0 17 

1 
Arabic)I S. In the same way Ibn Rustah (tenth century, ed. de Goeje, 

p. 270) in mentioning this place says it.. J lS I .)UT I1 l.j. 
The rest of the line has 5bw 1' "to the." But the following word is 
destroyed. 

2 See p. 754, n. i. 
"3 Springs," literally " waters." For a similar description of Karmisin 

cf. Ibn Hauqal (wrote 977, ed. de Goeje, p. 256), t. i'al At, .iA 

t*J _P, F 
^9 

lL 

4 The hall, as well as the figures of Khosrau, Shirin, and the horse 
described in the following lines, are often mentioned by Arabic writers: 
Yaqut, III, 25o ff.; IV, 69 f., rI2. Mas'di (died 956), Muimu ad-Dahab, 
II, 215, Ibn Hauqal, 1. 1., Muqaddasi (wrote 985), ed. de Goeje, p. 339, 
Ibn Rustah, 1. ., pp. i66 and 270. For particulars see the following 
notes. The Hebrew has here more the character of a paraphrase. 

5 Yaqut, III, 250, has one parasang, Ibn Rustah, p. i66, three, Ibn 
Hauqal, 1. L, eight parasangs. There seems to be some contradiction. 
I am not in a position to state the exact relation between a mile and 
a parasang at that time. According to the Talmud a parasang was equal 
to four miles. Cf. Kohut, Aruch Completum, s. v. nDr. [This is also the 
usual way of counting in Arabic. N.] 

6 The vocalization is not certain. I did not find any references to this 
place in the Arabic sources. Instead of that we very often find the name 
"qasr Shirin," " the castle of Shirin" (Yaqut has a special article on it, 
IV, 112), which the Persian king built for Shirin, and where she used to 
pend the summer, Ibn Rustah, 270. 

7 _'J.l 31~. "he made the building .. pensile, i. e. supported above the 

ground by pillars .. Hence they say il i JII i, they dug 
beneath the wall. . . and . rendered it (j , i.e. pensile" (Lane). 
See also Dozy. The hall seems to have been arch-like, since Ibn Rustah 
(p. I66) and Yaquft (III, 250; IV, 69) call it a t.q, " an arch-like building." 
Cf. the following note. 

8 Arabic ip:n, cf. the foregoing note. I am not clear about the exact 
meaning of this architectural terminus technicus. I think it means 
excavated (in the rock), and is identical with Ibn Rustah's statement 

(p. i66) that it wasj.sl 'j j y j k, "an arch-like building hewn 
out of the rock." As i.rn occurs a second time in line i8, I do not 
believe that the correction nip:3 would be justified. 

9 This word is doubtful. See p. 754, n. 2. 
10 The king alluded to is the Sassanide Khosrau II Parwfz, "the 
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and the statue of Sirin, his concubine', and under him (the king) 2 

I8 on the ground Ij the statue of a horse 4, also excavated 5 and hollow, 
the water which came from the mountain entering through its 

I9 mouth I and flowing out through its tail 6. And the Sultan used to 
20 ride to this place every day on horseback. Then'Uqba made up I his 

mind to place himself before him and to salute him. The first 
2i salutation he addressed to him I was considered elegant by the 

secretary of the Sultan, and he wrote it down for himself. On the 
22 following day he delivered I another salutation, which did not re- 

semble the preceding. The secretary of the Sultan wrote down this 
23 (salutation) too. In this way he went on j [for a whole year], 

delivering every day a salutation which did not resemble the others, 
24 and the secretary I writing down a[ll of] them. After the lapse of 

Verso, I a year the secretary told his story to the Sultan, and that he I had 
not duplicated any salutation during the year, and he asked him ... 

victorious" (in Arabic, "Abarwzz," see the writers mentioned above), 
reigned 590-627 p. C. (NOldeke, Aufsatze zur persischen Geschichte, p. I24). 

1 The pronunciation of the name is usually given as Shirin with a O, 
but the codex of Ibn Rustah (p. 270) always has Sirin. This seems to 
have been the pronunciation in Bagdad. Shirin being a Persian word 

(meaning " sweet "), there is the same difference in pronunciation as that 
between the usual Karmisin and Karmashin (= Karmansah), Ibn Rustah, 
p. I66. Shirin was famous for her beauty (cf. also Mas'fidi, II, 232), and, 
though a Christian (NOldeke, Aufsatze zur persischen Geschichte, p. 125), she 
was the favourite concubine of Khosrau. 

2 Since we know from Ibn Rustah that the hall was very high, a stair- 
case of 250 steps hewn in the rock leading from the bottom to the top 

(sX1 Jl JtUl J"I l ), it would be more natural to translate "and 
at the bottom of it (the hall)." But on the other hand, we know that 
Khosrau was represented riding on his horse (Yaqfut, III, 250, 252, Ibn 

Hauqal, 1.1., Mas'fdi, II, 215), and R. Nathan has hardly left out this 
detail. 

3 I am not certain about this translation. It might also mean on a 

pedestal or substructure. Besides, it would be natural to expect 'h 
instead of 'v. 

The name of this famous horse was Shabdaz or (pronounced with the 

imAla) Shabdbz (see the above-mentioned sources. Yaqtt has a long 
article on it, quoting several poems in its praise, III, 250 ff.). 

6 See p. 757, n. 8. 
6 In this detail R. Nathan differs from Yaqut (III, 250) and Ibn Rustah, 

who maintain that the water came from the figure of a man, standing on 
a side (Ibn Rustah). According to Mas'fdi (p. 2I5), Ibn Rustah, and Yiaqt,. 
there was a large number of different figures in the hall, of birds (Ibn 
Rustah), of men, women, footmen, and horsemen (Yaqut, III, 250). 
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[ and the Sultan looked at him and considered his words ... . and he 2, 3 
granted him thisi, and he returned. This, however, was a heavy 
(blow) for Natira... | effort to banish him, and did not stop intriguing2 4, 5 
until he was banished a second time and [decrees ?] were issued | 
publicly 8 against him that he might never enter Bagdad 4, and in case 6 
he entered it, Islam should be more appropriate for him5. I But 7 
no city of the cities 6 of the East could offer him a foothold, and he 
made up his mind to emigrate to Maghreb 7. And the supremacy 8 
remained unoccupied for about three or four8 years, until it became 
hard I for the nation, and they spoke to David hen Zakkai, who was 9 
the cousin of 'Uqba on their father's side, in order to appoint him. 
But | Kohen Zedeq did not like his appointment, * being jealous of o1 
his supremacy, and being afraid on account of what had been done 
to 'Uqba 9. 1 So the academy of Sura appointed him * in Bagdad '1. i 

.1 * used of a king, " qui accorde quelque chose dans un diplOme." 
Dozy. 

2 1 , '" employer des moyens subtils, p. e. la ruse, la flatterie." Dozy. 

3s_ iv, "publier, promulguer, faire proclamer par un ecrier public." 
Dozy. It seems that the reading of the edition y-wr DoD (instead of 
i5n nsi of the MS.) has something to do with the Arabic -wn;w: . 4 Here there is a serious difference between the Arabic and the Hebrew, 
according to which he was banished from the whole kingdom. Since it 
is impossible that the translator should have mistaken 'wiAI in this way, 
it is to be assumed that the misunderstanding goes back to the Editor. 
See pp. 750 f. and 752. The MS. adds also 79, I2 l Dimn 5 which is not to be 
found in the Arabic. [h: perhaps misread for in.] 

5 The Hebrew has uwti 53 an. I am not quite certain as to the 
meaning of the Arabic phrase. Perhaps it means that he would be 
forced to accept Islam. [I know of nothing better though it looks very 
strange. The Hebrew translator has certainly taken offence at the 
expression. The excommunicated person is probably forthwith handed 
over to Satan. N.] 

6 The plural ,lJjg has usually the meaning of "cities" (see Freytag 
and Lane), and this translation is more in accordance with the statement 
that he was excluded only from Bagdad. The translator who has Y,r 
nsti he misunderstood J5. Cf. also p. 748 fi 

7 At that time in the hands of the Fatimides who were entirely inde- 
pendent of the Eastern Califat. [The Arabs of Iraq, however, just as the 
Jews of Babylonia in earlier times, consider Syria and Palestine a part 
of Maghreb. N.] 

8 The Hebrew has four or five. 
9 The Hebrew has only w2pi w i inp rrrw D,7. 

10 Missing in the Hebrew. 
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Thereupon he wrote to Sura, to the ordained scholars and to the | 
12 students regarding this matter, and commanding them to bless him 
13 and to acknowledge his supremacy. And [ the ordained scholars and 

the "tannaim" , together with all the students, went down from 

I4 Sura to a place I by the name of al-Kasr 8, a beautiful town to the 

i5 south of Bagdad, there being between itself and I Sura six miles, this 
(al-Kasr) being the town of David ben Zakkai and (the place of) his 

6 origin 5. Then they blesse[d him] I and acknowledged his supremacy. 
Despite all this Kohen Zedeq contested his supremacy, and [did not] I 

l grant him the least thing thereof, remaining in this attitude for 
about three years. And Nissi6, the head of the "Kalla" assembly, 

i8 [known] I as the Nahrawtnite 7, was blind8, and he used to mediate 
between them in order to settle the quarrel during those [three] I 

19 years, until he once came to him in the night. He used to open 
20 every lock by a word [of his ?] 9 1 and he had opened that night 

I Grammatically "he wrote" can refer only to David ben Zakkai. 
But the Hebrew is more logical in referring it to the head of the Academy 
of Sura, and reading mIID nrv' Ti. 

2 On the "TannAim" at the time of the Geonim, cf. Lewy, Uber einige 
Fragmente aus der Mischna des Abba Saul, p. 9, n. a2. 

3 There were quite a number of places bearing this name (=castle). 
[Ours is undoubtedly qasr Abi Hubaira, which is often called al-qasr and 
lay in the near vicinity of Sura, see Yaqut 4, 123, x7. N.] 

4 The Hebrew edition has seven, the MS. ten miles. 
5 The Hebrew has nri5mh y?q, the Biblical expression probably suggested 

by the word aj.. See p. 748. 
6 The Hebrew edition has ,D'D, the MS. D:. Since later on (79 

penultima) both the edition and the MS. (the latter according to the 
information of Dr. Marx) have 'w, it is to be assumed that the editor 
took D'D3 Srm to mean " known by miracles," regarding the fact related 
in the succeeding lines as a miracle. See note 9 on this page. On the 
name D:n cmp. Harkavy, Zikhron larishonim, V, p. Mnp. 

7 From Nahravane, half a day's journey to the east of Bagdad (Neubauer, 
85, I7). 

8 I found nowhere the euphemistic use of ,s:a. 
9 See p. 755, n. 8. The Hebrew has oDw: 5 (MS. 51'ro) 51on' r nim rrr 

which can mean only: he used to open all the locks in Babylon with the 
Shem (Hamephorash). This strange translation suggesting the wonder- 
working character of the man may have been caused by a misunder- 
standing, the translator probably having misread [:]nD:a instead of 
msh: . The meaning is not quite clear to me, on account of the missing 
word. Perhaps he wants to say that being blind, and having special 
difficulty in opening doors, Nissi only had to call his name to have other 
people open them for him. At any rate, the original does not suggest 
anything miraculous. [To me it seems that the author refers to a miracle 
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fourteenl locks closing gates, some of them [on] I the doors of 21 

Kohen Zedeq, until he stood before him and found him studying in the 
middle of the night. | And Kohen Zedeq was frightened by him and 22 

strongly impressed by his coming and the reason of his visiting him. I 
And he said unto him, 0 head of the Academy! I unfastened no 23 
less than fourteen locks before I reached thee. I And he said unto 24 
him: What dost thou mean thereby ? He said unto him: I beseech 
thee to bless the Exilarch and acknowledge him. And he conceded 
this to him, and he confirmed his hope and did not disappoint him. 

I. FRIEDLAENDER. 

which at bottom has been caused by some misunderstanding. "To open 
all doors" probably meant " to overcome all obstacles." N.] 

1 The edition has fourteen, the MS. four. 
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